PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 3-30-2012
TEST RUN #: 10

FLUSH #: 1 - 300 Water
Slow Flush
0.25' whiten

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: __________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 3-30-2012
TEST RUN # 10

FLUSH # 2 - paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS

2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ________________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 3-30-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 3 - 100 + paper

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION - OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: __________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE  3-30-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 4 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION - OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS

2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ____________________________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 3-30-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 5-200+paper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

1/2 PLUNGER NOW IN

5 WIRE MESH
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT DATA SHEET

DATE 3-30-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 6-200 + Paper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

NO HAVEN'T GO 30' WALK

_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________

130'
120'
110'
100'
90'
80'
70'
60'
50'
40'
30'
20'
10'

5'
5'
5'
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 3-20-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 7-100 ~ Paper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY
   DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP
   MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

NO INJUNCTION @ 70' IN FEET

-------

-------

-------
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 3-30-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # R-200-paper

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________

______________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 3-30-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 9 - paper only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION - OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

SECON D LAY-FILTER 33' 5-7

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

130'
120'
110'
100'
90'
80'
70'
60'
50'
40'
30'
20'
10'

L
S
2'
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE  3-30-2012
TEST RUN #  10
FLUSH #  10 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION - OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW
MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ________________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

Plugs fit - Has hasn't worked before.

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT DATA SHEET

DATE 3-20-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # II - PAPER ONLY

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION — OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS

2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

No movement at 70'
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 3-30-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 1-2000 sl per

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

SLOW MOTION 40 Hz HEAD VERY HIGH

__________________________

__________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 3-30-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH #: 13 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 3-30-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 14 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION — OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ____________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT DATA SHEET

DATE 3-30-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 15 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION — OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: _________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________

________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT DATA SHEET

DATE: 3-30-2012
TEST RUN #: 10
FLUSH #: 16 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

1. Slow March out

ALL TRIALS ON MARCH:

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 3-30-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 17 - 1000 Paper

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS

2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 1-4 out

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 3-30-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 18-300gal.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

NO. 6 Plug exp. 8/1
5 c. 104
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT DATA SHEET

DATE 3-30-2012
TEST RUN # 18
FLUSH # 19 - program only

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS

2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

No movement E 89°
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 3-30-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 21-2012

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ____________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE: 3-30-2012
TEST RUN #: 10
FLUSH #: 22-200 riaper

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION - OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ________________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

SLOW movement at 81/92 tank

______________________________
______________________________
______________________________

10' 21
120'
110'
100'
90'
80'
70'
60'
50'
40'
30'
20'
10' 21
130'

PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 3-30-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 23 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION - OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

5/4 - 10: Breathing & Abnormal Movement
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT DATA SHEET

DATE            3-30-2012
TEST RUN #       10
FLUSH #          24 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ________________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
5-10 on slow roll out!

____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

10'  20'  30'  40'  50'  60'  70'  80'  90'  100'  110'  120'  130'
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 3-30-2012
TEST RUN #10
FLUSH #25-Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ____________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE  3-30 2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 27 - 200 ppm

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS

2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE  3-30-2012
TEST RUN #  10
FLUSH #  29 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

Large Movement of 1/22 from 7' mark 23/24 25/26 25/26

---
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 3-80-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 30 - 100 Paper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

2/28 129 No Movement @ 75'
2/25 New Leak @ 39' Mark 2/29
3/1 27/28
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT DATA SHEET

DATE 3-30-2012
TEST RUN #10
FLUSH #31 - 300 flipper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 3-30-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 32, page only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY
   DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP
   MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ____________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 3-30-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 33 - paper only

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY
   DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP
   MEDIA INJECTIONS

2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

(Signature)  H. H. Holz, Ph.D.  78/31 @ 81 °
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 3-30-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 34 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

V No Movement
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE: 3-30-2012
TEST RUN #: 10
FLUSH #: 35 - 200 + Paper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION - OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIAL LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 18'-21' OUT

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

Movement of 22/24 & 25/29 to 75'
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 3-30-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 36-2000ppm

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ____________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 8-30-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 37 - Proper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ______________________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________

34'
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 3.30.2012
TEST RUN # 11
FLUSH # 38 - 300 ft per hr

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY
DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION - OK TO GROUP
MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

35/36 on twin motors
22-29 on two motors

38 min
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT DATA SHEET

DATE 3-30-2012  
TEST RUN # 10  
FLUSH # 39 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

MOVEMENT OF 22/26 TO 10' HOLE
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 3-20-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 40-100psi water

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY
   DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION — OK TO GROUP
   MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

SLOW MOVING


PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT DATA SHEET

DATE 3-30-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 41 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION - OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 22-29 out

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

MASS MOVEMENT ON FRONT SIDE!

23, 25, 27, 28, 29 out
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 3-30-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 42 - 100% Paper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

2/13 120 MOVED

---------

---------

---------

---------

---------

---------

---------
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 3-30-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 44 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ____________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

.............................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT DATA SHEET

DATE 3-30-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 45-300+proper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ____________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

____________________________
New log 41' leaving load carrier

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT DATA SHEET

DATE 3-30-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 46 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 3-30-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 47-200 + Paper

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS

2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ____________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE  3-30-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 48 - 100 g Paper

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY
   DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP
   MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>48 mins</th>
<th>48</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 3-30-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 49 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY
   DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP
   MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ____________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE  3-30-2012
TEST RUN #  10
FLUSH #  50 - 200+ PPER

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT DATA SHEET

DATE: 3-30-2012
TEST RUN #: 14
FLUSH #: 51 - 300 + Paper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE  3-30-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 52 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ________________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 3-30-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 53 - 100 W/Raper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION - OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS

2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

V [Signature]

[signature]

[signature]
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE  3-30-2012
TEST RUN #  10

FLUSH #: 34 ~ 300 rpm

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

Slight moisture at 8' - 5'8'

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT DATA SHEET

DATE 3-30-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 55 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ________________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

130’ 120’ 110’ 100’ 90’ 80’ 70’ 60’ 50’ 40’ 30’ 20’ 10’ 1’
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT DATA SHEET

DATE 3-30-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 56- Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 38 - 42

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

38 - 42 or THIS MOVE W Large Volume of 160 Behind it.

____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

60'
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE  3-30-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 57 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION - OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 43-49 CSST

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

43-49 on the move


43-44+45, 46-47-48-49 CSST
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT DATA SHEET

DATE 3-30-2012
TEST RUN #10
FLUSH #58 - 300 g Paper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION - OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

May line e 45b

53/55

54
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60'

50'

40'

30'

20'
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PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 3-30-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 59 - 100 cfm

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY
   DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP
   MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ____________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

______________________________________________________________

__________________________
confessing to the Iowa River 5540
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 3-30-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 60 - 300 PSI

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ____________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

1/20 leaky.

1/25

1/16
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 3-30-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 61 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION - OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ____________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 3 - 30 - 2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 62 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

Slight movement to 52'
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE  3-30-2012
TEST RUN #  10
FLUSH #  63 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION - OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ________________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

______________________________
S. HAHN
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 3-30-2012  
TEST RUN # 10  
FLUSH # 64-200+Paper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION–OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:  
Super Plug @ 51'

16'

10'

130'

120'

110'

100'

90'

80'

70'

60'

50'

40'

30'

20'

16'

13'

10'

6'

4'

3'

53/54

55/57

55/56
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 3-30-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 65-300+paper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ________________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 3-30-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 66 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ____________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

/ Movement Appears Correct /
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 3-30-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 67 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ____________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 3-30-2012
TEST RUN # 10
flush # 68-200 + paper

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Show progression of solid media injections in apparatus by drawing their location on the illustration – OK to group media injections
2. List injections of solid media that exit the apparatus below

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 50-56 out

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

50-56 out

53, 54, 55, 56 out
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 3-30-2017
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 69 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION - OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT DATA SHEET

DATE 4-2-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 71 - 200 Appr

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE: 4-2-2012
TEST RUN #: 10
FLUSH #: 72 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY
drawing their location on the illustration - OK to group
media injections
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: __________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 4-2-72
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 73-300 e

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT DATA SHEET

DATE 4-2-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 74 - 300 + Finger

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ________________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 4-2-2012

TEST RUN # 10

FLUSH # 75 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ____________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 4-2-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 76 - 100 + super

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY
   DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP
   MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT DATA SHEET

DATE 4-2-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 77 - 100 + Repair

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 67 - 69 out!

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

SLIGHT MOVEMENT OF LEAKING LEAK 47/69
10/68 OR 10/69 PAGE 1

67, 68, 69 out!
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT DATA SHEET

DATE 4-2-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 78 - 3000 gal

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ________________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 4-2-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 79, 200 rpm

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________

________________________
________________________
________________________

________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 4-2-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 80 - Page only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 4-2-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 81 - Perpetually

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: __________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................

COMPLIANCE: 70 – 75 out of 100 moves
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT DATA SHEET

DATE: 4-2-2012
TEST RUN #: 10
FLUSH #: 82 - 150 + paper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: __________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 4-2-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 83 - 1500 gpm

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: "70 - 75" cut

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

70 71 72 73 74 75 80 81 82 83
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET
DATE 11-2-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 84-100 Paper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

- Small Plug Building @ 40'
- 82 Large Voids
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 4-2-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 85-160+Upper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

85 min cycles
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE  4-2-2012
TEST RUN #  10
FLUSH #  86 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION - OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: __________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 4.2.2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 87 - Photo Only

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION - OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ____________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 4-2-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 88 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY
   DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP
   MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ________________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 11-2-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 90 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION - OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ________________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 4-2-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 92 - Proper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ___________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 4-2-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 93 - 300 + Primer

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ____________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT DATA SHEET

DATE 4-2-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 94-100xPerp

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – CK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 4-2-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 95-200 PAPER

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION — OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ______________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 4/2/2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 96 - 300 gpm

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ____________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

Slow movement to 94.71

__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________

9' 9' 9' 9' 9' 9' 9'
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 4-7-2012
TEST RUN # 18
FLUSH # 97-2007-Pop

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: __________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________

(Handwritten annotations on the diagram include measurements and notes, but the specific content is not transcribed due to the nature of the handwriting.)
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 4-2-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 98 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ______________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 4-2-2012
TEST RUN # 10
FLUSH # 99 - Proper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS

2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ____________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

_________________________

_________________________

_________________________

_________________________

_________________________

_________________________

_________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE: 4-2-2012
TEST RUN #: 10
FLUSH #: 100 - Imprison

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: '79-84 out'

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

90-79 Moves Up Lines
Firing Rising Shot Before Pump
Flush of 15 gallons

CLEARING FLUSH OF 5 gallons

Does it remove all waste? Yes

179, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84 out!